Aurora Expeditions and the Canon Collective present...

Antarctica & South Georgia

Photographer’s First Light

Exclusive Photography Expedition to Antarctica & South Georgia - 19 November to 6 December 2016

Come along on this breathtaking journey and
experience some of the most pristine and remote
environments on our planet.
Travelling aboard the 54-passenger ice-strengthened
expedition ship, Polar Pioneer, you’ll sail across the
mighty Southern Ocean, bound for untouched landscapes teaming with wildlife.
Capture the early-season light as the days grow longer
and skies change from blue to all shades of pink. Photograph soaring seabirds as they travel in our wake and
at least three species of penguin as they come ashore
in the thousands for the short, intense summer.
In small inflatable crafts cruise past intricately-shaped
icebergs and giant glaciers, piecing out of the snowy

backdrop into the clear, icy waters. Daily shore landings offer opportunities to explore and capture the
wildlife and landscapes most only dream of.
Joined by a selection of pro polar photographers,
those with a passion for all types of photography will
have the opportunity to advance their technical and
creative skills through a series of workshops and informal one-on-one sessions, both on and off the ship.
Also on board will be a Canon Collective Ambassadorwho will provide exclusive opportunities to test some
of Canon’s latest gear.

Expedition Highlights
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EXPERIENCE THE BEST OF ANTARCTICA & SOUTH GEORGIA
Whether you’re a professional photographer or just enjoy taking stunning holiday snapshots, join us on board our
18-day dedicated photography voyage to capture the beauty of Antarctica & South Georgia.
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Photography program led by our pro photographers
Trial new equipment with a Canon Collective 		
Ambassador
Travel aboard the 54-passenger Polar Pioneer
Daily shore excursions and Zodiac cruises
Amazing Antarctic midnight sun light
Visit the world’s largest king penguin rookeries
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Basking elephant seals and feisty fur seals
See the beautiful albatross and other seabirds
Giant sculpted icebergs breaking away
from winter ice
Pay your respects at Sir Ernest Shackleton’s grave
Penguin rookeries alive with courtship
BirdLife Australia guest lecturer

“The photography was magical... the light, the wildlife, the landscapes... there were
endless photography opportunties!” L. Jackson, Antarctica, 2015
JOIN THE CANON COLLECTIVE
The Canon Collective is an inspired group whose mission is
to help you do more with your photography than you ever
thought possible! A dedicated Canon Collective Ambassador
will join us on board to share their knowledge and expertise
alongside our expert photography guides to help you perfect
your skills, no matter what your level.
Try new Canon equipment!
As an added bonus our Canon Collective Ambassador will
bring along some of Canon’s latest equipment for you to try
during your expedition. You’ll learn how the equipment works
and have the chance to take it for a test-run as you capture
your own Antarctic photographs.

Meet Our Photographers

OUR DEDICATED TEAM
Our team of highly experienced photography guides are experts in their field. With their advanced skills and knowledge of nature
photography, particularly in the Polar Regions, they will be able to assist you in capturing the amazing sights you will encounter.
Shooting alongside our guides they’ll offer tips and advice to help you take your best photograph, as well as holding regular
workshops and lectures to assist with technical and artistic considerations, and compositional decisions. Meet our team below.

JOSHUA HOLKO - 2015 Global Arctic Photographer of the Year
Joshua is a full-time professional landscape, nature and wildlife photographer who
specialises in photographing in extreme latitudes of the Polar Regions. A fully-accredited
member of the Australian Institute of Professional Photographers (AIPP), Josh is also an
awarded Master Photographer.
With many accolades to his name, Josh is Australia’s first and only Moab Master
Photographer and Printer by Moab and Legion Paper in the USA, and has also sat on the
Victorian Council of the Australian Institute of Professional Photographers.
Joshua’s work has also been published in numerous magazines and journals, including
B&W + Color, National Geographic, Canadian Geographic, F11 Magazine, The Australian
Photography and Gallery Compendium, Wild, Australian Photography, Extraodinary Vision,
Better Photography, Better Pictures and the highly respected Silvershotz Journal.

MARTYN LUCAS - Polar Regions Photographer
Martyn is a landscape photographer specializing in capturing images from the Polar
Regions, where magnificence stands as monuments to nature, grandeur of light and space
and texture and form. Travelling the world with his camera, Martyn explores the globe
through his photography in search of the infinite beauty when the convergence of light,
moment and composition align themselves.
His recently published work and exhibitions in the United States and Europe highlight
the poles and focus on the environment and what is profoundly at stake. His work is a
reconnection to the past and the immense issues facing the world’s climate.
His aim is to make photographs that draw viewers into the now. “Most people see the
world in colour: lustrous, radiant, glossy and saturated… while the world of black and
white offers the basics – light and shadow falling on various surfaces, beautiful, rich and
inviting shadows, geometries, lines, shapes and bold designs.”

Expedition Itinerary
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PHOTOGRAPHER’S FIRST LIGHT | 19 NOVEMBER TO 6 DECEMBER 2016 | ABOARD THE POLAR PIONEER
DAY 1

DAY 11

Today you’ll meet your fellow expeditioners at Santiago airport
for our flight to Stanley on the Falkland Islands’. With luck we’ll
have time to explore the British capital, before embarking the
Polar Pioneer, in the late afternoon.

Conditions permitting, we approach Cape Wild, a bleak,
rocky spit along Elephant Island’s dramatic north coast. If sea
state allows, we’ll Zodiac cruise, possibly even step ashore,
to pay tribute to Shackleton’s 22 men – including Australian
photographer, Frank Hurley – who survived four months here.

DAY 2-3
Bound for South Georgia, escorted by albatrosses, giant petrels
and tiny Wilson’s storm petrels, our photography program
begins. Our naturalist and historian enliven the crossing with
informative talks and the rest of the team prepares us for our
first landings with environmental and Zodiac briefings.

DAY 4-8
Spring brings an explosion of life to South Georgia and we
have ample time to explore and photograph the island’s
spectacular northern coast. We photograph wildlife havens
that include the world’s largest king penguin rookeries,
majestic albatross nests and beaches cluttered with basking
elephant seals, feisty fur seals and penguins. Inspired by
Shackleton’s epic, we hope to retrace the expedition’s final
steps from Fortuna Bay to Stromness.

DAYS 9-10
We cross the Scotia Sea, watch seabirds, our first iceberg
and great whales including blues, fin and sei. We have time
to reflect on South Georgia and prepare our cameras for
Antarctica, the next leg of our adventure.

DAYS 12-15
We hope to land in the South Shetland Islands before sailing
down Gerlache Strait and awaken to the drama of Antarctica
– a photographer’s paradise! We encounter pack ice and
penguin rookeries alive with courtship, mating and nestbuilding, visit historic sites and land on the continent proper.

DAYS 16-17
Returning to the realm of the albatross – the Drake Passage
– we celebrate, recap our many experiences and learn to
manage our abundant collection of new photographs.

DAY 20
Dawn greets us in the Beagle Channel as we pull into the tiny
port town of Puerto Williams. We disembark for a town tour
before boarding our scenic flight to Punta Arenas, where we
end our Antarctic adventure.
Note: The expedition component of this itinerary is subject to
weather and sea conditions and is meant as a guide only

EXPEDITION INCLUSIONS
• Accommodation on board Polar Pioneer
• All meals, snacks, tea and coffee during the voyage
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• Transfers to and from the Polar Pioneer
• Custom-designed 2-in-1 Polar Expedition jacket
• Professionally produced voyage photo journal

PRICES FROM
Twin Public: US$17,200 PP | Twin Private: US$20,790 PP
Prices quoted are per person and in US dollars, based on twin share. Single
occupancy is 1.7 times the twin share price. No single travel fees apply if you are
willing to share your cabin (twin and triple cabins only). Fuel surcharge may apply in the event of significant fuel price increases. No refund for unused services.

Contact Aurora Expeditions for more information on +31 858 769 835 or email info@auroraexpeditions.eu

The Ship

POLAR PIONEER - LIMITED TO 54 PASSENGERS
Polar Pioneer is our small and sturdy expedition ship. A regular in polar waters having initially been built in 1982 as an icestrengthened research vessel, she was refurbished in 2000 to provide a comfortable range of triple, twin and suite cabin options for
a maximum of 54 expeditioners.
Her excellent reputation for polar expedition cruising is due to her strength, manoeuvrability and size, allowing her access to areas
that larger vessels simply can’t reach. Three levels of spacious decks offer perfect landings to pitch a tripod, and her fleet of inflatable
rubber Zodiacs ensure easy travel from ship to shore.
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SHIP FEATURES

✓ Ice-strengthened hull
✓ Triple, twin and suite cabins all with portholes or
windows, and a choice of shared or private facilities

✓
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Spacious bridge and decks
Fleet of inflatable Zodiacs
Lounge bar and dining rooms
Dedicated presentation room
Sauna
Basic medical clinic and doctor
Satellite phone and email access
Daily cabin cleaning service

